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Data analysis is an important part of modern business administration, as efficient compilation of information allows managers and
business leaders to make the best decisions for the financial solvency of their organizations. Understanding the use of analytics,
reporting, and data mining in everyday business environments is imperative to the success of modern businesses. Business
Intelligence: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications presents a comprehensive examination of business data analytics
along with case studies and practical applications for businesses in a variety of fields and corporate arenas. Focusing on topics
and issues such as critical success factors, technology adaptation, agile development approaches, fuzzy logic tools, and best
practices in business process management, this multivolume reference is of particular use to business analysts, investors,
corporate managers, and entrepreneurs in a variety of prominent industries.
This book contains the refereed proceedings of the Third International Conference on Exploring Services Science (IESS) which
was held in Geneva, Switzerland, in February 2012. At the conference, researchers from all over the world presented innovative
ideas, research, and applications in the design, management, and evaluation of services. This year, the main theme was the
interdisciplinary aspect of services. The 22 full papers accepted for IESS were selected from 46 submissions and presented ideas
and results related to innovation, services discovery, services engineering, and services management as well as the application of
services in information technology, business, e-learning and public administration.
A service economy era is coming! As the basic discipline of service dominant era, service science mainly studies common rules of
service activities, aiming to provide theoretical bases for creating service value in the new era. The book, which integrates
knowledge of service management, operational management, logistics and supply chain management, constructs a research
system for this emerging discipline. Service science research system constitutes service philosophy, resource allocation,
operational management and service technology. Many cases about China’s service enterprises are incorporated in the book, in
the hope of providing readers an insight into not only service science but also the development of China’s service economy.
COLLABORATIVE NETWORKS Becoming a pervasive paradigm In recent years the area of collaborative networks is being
consolidated as a new discipline (Camarinha-Matos, Afsarmanesh, 2005) that encompasses and gives more structured support to
a large diversity of collaboration forms. In terms of applications, besides the “traditional” sectors represented by the advanced
supply chains, virtual enterprises, virtual organizations, virtual teams, and their breading environments, new forms of collaborative
structures are emerging in all sectors of the society. Examples can be found in e-government, intelligent transportation systems,
collaborative virtual laboratories, agribusiness, elderly care, silver economy, etc. In some cases those developments tend to adopt
a terminology that is specific of that domain; often the involved actors in a given domain are not fully aware of the developments in
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the mainstream research on collaborative networks. For instance, the grid community adopted the term “virtual organization” but
focused mainly on the resource sharing perspective, ignoring most of the other aspects involved in collaboration. The European
enterprise interoperability community, which was initially focused on the intra-enterprise aspects, is moving towards interenterprise collaboration. Collaborative networks are thus becoming a pervasive paradigm giving basis to new socio-organizational
structures.
The International Conference on Informatics and Management Science (IMS) 2012 will be held on November 16-19, 2012, in
Chongqing, China, which is organized by Chongqing Normal University, Chongqing University, Shanghai Jiao Tong University,
Nanyang Technological University, University of Michigan, Chongqing University of Arts and Sciences, and sponsored by National
Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC). The objective of IMS 2012 is to facilitate an exchange of information on best
practices for the latest research advances in a range of areas. Informatics and Management Science contains over 600
contributions to suggest and inspire solutions and methods drawing from multiple disciplines including: Computer Science
Communications and Electrical Engineering Management Science Service Science Business Intelligence
The first scholarly book to present an in-depth exploration of the historical relationships between covert intelligence work and
information/computer science. The book first examines the pivotal strides made during World War II to utilize technology in the
gathering and dissemination of government/military intelligence. Next, it traces the evolution of the relationship between
spymasters, computers, and systems developers through the years of the Cold War-a period notable for the parallel development
of high-tech spyware and powerful systems for encoding, decoding, storing, and manipulating intelligence data.
Dr. Jay Liebowitz Orkand Endowed Chair in Management and Technology University of Maryland University College Graduate
School of Management & Technology 3501 University Boulevard East Adelphi, Maryland 20783-8030 USA jliebowitz@umuc. edu
When I first heard the general topic of this book, Marketing Intelligent Systems or what I’ll refer to as Marketing Intelligence, it
sounded quite intriguing. Certainly, the marketing field is laden with numeric and symbolic data, ripe for various types of
mining—data, text, multimedia, and web mining. It’s an open laboratory for applying numerous forms of intelligentsia—neural
networks, data mining, expert systems, intelligent agents, genetic algorithms, support vector machines, hidden Markov models,
fuzzy logic, hybrid intelligent systems, and other techniques. I always felt that the marketing and finance domains are wonderful
application areas for intelligent systems, and this book demonstrates the synergy between marketing and intelligent systems,
especially soft computing. Interactive advertising is a complementary field to marketing where intelligent systems can play a role. I
had the pleasure of working on a summer faculty f- lowship with R/GA in New York City—they have been ranked as the top intertive advertising agency worldwide. I quickly learned that interactive advertising also takes advantage of data visualization and
intelligent systems technologies to help inform the Chief Marketing Officer of various companies. Having improved ways to present
information for strategic decision making through use of these technologies is a great benefit.
"This multi-volume reference examines critical issues and emerging trends in global business, with topics ranging from managing
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new information technology in global business operations to ethics and communication strategies"--Provided by publisher.
The International Conference on Informatics and Management Science (IMS) 2012 will be held on November 16-19, 2012, in
Chongqing, China, which is organized by Chongqing Normal University, Chongqing University, Shanghai Jiao Tong University,
Nanyang Technological University, University of Michigan, Chongqing University of Arts and Sciences, and sponsored by National
Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC). Theobjective of IMS 2012 is to facilitate an exchange of information on best
practices for the latest research advances in a range of areas. "Informatics and Management Science "contains over 600
contributions to suggest and inspire solutions and methods drawing from multiple disciplines including: Computer Science
Communications and Electrical Engineering Management Science Service Science Business Intelligence Communications and
Electrical Engineering Management Science Service Science Business Intelligence Management Science Service Science
Business Intelligence Service Science Business Intelligence Business Intelligence Communications and Electrical Engineering
Management Science Service Science Business Intelligence Management Science Service Science Business Intelligence Service
Science Business Intelligence Business Intelligence Management Science Service Science Business Intelligence Service Science
Business Intelligence Business Intelligence Service Science Business Intelligence Business Intelligence Business Intelligence"
The idea of using science and technology as part of the intelligence process originated during World War II with the Office of
Strategic Services. Upon its founding in 1947, the CIA thus counted among its original employees a number of veterans ready to
apply the latest scientific advances to support covert operators and analysts. [...] In recognition of the burgeoning role played by
science and technology in this new aerospace age, forward-thinking individuals pressed for the creation of a single CIA entity
responsible for all such related fields. This led to the formation of the Directorate of Research in February 1962, the DS&T's
immediate predecessor. [...] Today's DS&T continues to apply innovative approaches to its core mission area of overhead
reconnaissance, signals and electronic intelligence, scientific analysis, open-source monitoring, and research and development. -booklet.
"This book examines related research in decision, management, and other behavioral sciences in order to exchange and
collaborate on information among business, industry, and government, providing innovative theories and practices in operations
research"--Provided by publisher.
As the Web grows and expands into ever more remote parts of the world, the availability of resources over the Internet increases
exponentially. Making use of this widely prevalent tool, organizations and individuals can share and store knowledge like never
before. Cloud Technology: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications investigates the latest research in the ubiquitous
Web, exploring the use of applications and software that make use of the Internet’s anytime, anywhere availability. By bringing
together research and ideas from across the globe, this publication will be of use to computer engineers, software developers, and
end users in business, education, medicine, and more.
The International Conference on Informatics and Management Science (IMS) 2012 will be held on November 16-19, 2012, in
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Chongqing, China, which is organized by Chongqing Normal University, Chongqing University, Shanghai Jiao Tong University,
Nanyang Technological University, University of Michigan, Chongqing University of Arts and Sciences, and sponsored by National
Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC). The objective of IMS 2012 is to facilitate an exchange of information on best
practices for the latest research advances in a range of areas. Informatics and Management Science contains over 600
contributions to suggest and inspire solutions and methods drawing from multiple disciplines including: · Computer Science ·
Communications and Electrical Engineering · Management Science · Service Science · Business Intelligence
A NEW AND ESSENTIAL RESOURCE FOR THE PRACTICE OF EPIDEMIOLOGY AND PUBLIC HEALTH The CDC Field
Epidemiology Manual is a definitive guide to investigating acute public health events on the ground and in real time. Assembled
and written by experts from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention as well as other leading public health agencies, it
offers current and field-tested guidance for every stage of an outbreak investigation -- from identification to intervention and other
core considerations along the way. Modeled after Michael Gregg's seminal book Field Epidemiology, this CDC manual ushers
investigators through the core elements of field work, including many of the challenges inherent to outbreaks: working with multiple
state and federal agencies or multinational organizations; legal considerations; and effective utilization of an incident-management
approach. Additional coverage includes: · Updated guidance for new tools in field investigations, including the latest technologies
for data collection and incorporating data from geographic information systems (GIS) · Tips for investigations in unique settings,
including healthcare and community-congregate sites · Advice for responding to different types of outbreaks, including acute
enteric disease; suspected biologic or toxic agents; and outbreaks of violence, suicide, and other forms of injury For the everchanging public health landscape, The CDC Field Epidemiology Manual offers a new, authoritative resource for effective outbreak
response to acute and emerging threats. *** Oxford University Press will donate a portion of the proceeds from this book to the
CDC Foundation, an independent nonprofit and the sole entity created by Congress to mobilize philanthropic and private-sector
resources to support the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's critical health protection work. To learn more about the
CDC Foundation, visit www.cdcfoundation.org.
"This book offers widespread knowledge on modern organizations and the complications of the current globalized computing
environment"--Provided by publisher.
The second volume of this successful handbook represents varied perspectives on the fast-expanding field of Service Science.
The novel work collected in these chapters is drawn from both new researchers who have grown-up with Service Science, as well
as established researchers who are adapting their frames for the modern service context. The first Handbook of Service Science
marked the emergence of Service Science when disciplinary studies of business-to-customer service systems intertwined to meet
the needs of a new era of business-to-business and global service ecosystems. Today, the evolving discipline of Service Science
involves advanced technologies, such as smartphones, cloud, social platforms, big data analytics, and artificial intelligence. These
technologies are reshaping the service landscape, transforming both business models and public policy, ranging from retail and
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hospitality to transportation and communications. By looking through the eyes of today’s new Service Scientists, it is anticipated
that value and grand challenges will emerge from the integration of theories, methods, and techniques brought together in the first
volume, but which are now rooted more deeply in service-dominant logic and systems thinking in this second volume. The
handbook is divided into four parts: 1) Service Experience--On the Human-centered Nature of Service; 2) Service Systems–On the
Nature of Service Interactions; 3) Service Ecosystems–On the Broad Context of Service; 4) Challenges–On Rethinking the Theory
and Foundations of Service Science. The chapters add clarity on how to identify, enable, and measure service, thus allowing for
new ideas and connections made to physics, design, computer science, and data science and analytics for advancing service
innovation and the welfare of society. Handbook of Service Science, Volume II offers a thorough reference suitable for a widereaching audience including researchers, practitioners, managers, and students who aspire to learn about or to create a deeper
scientific foundation for service design and engineering, service experience and marketing, and service management and
innovation.

Service science constitutes an interdisciplinary approach to systematic innovation in service systems, integrating
managerial, social, legal, and engineering aspects to address the theoretical and practical challenges of the services
industry and its economy. This book contains the refereed proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Exploring
Services Science (IESS), held in Porto, Portugal, in February 2013. This year, the conference theme was Enhancing
Service System Fundamentals and Experiences, chosen to address the current need to explore enhanced methods,
approaches, and techniques for a more sustainable and comprehensive economy and society. The 19 full and 9 short
papers accepted for IESS were selected from 78 submissions and presented ideas and results related to innovation,
services discovery, services engineering, and services management, as well as the application of services in information
technology, business, healthcare, and transportation.
The present volume illustrates a rich and promising research field in service, service systems sciences, by combining and
fusing two strands of sciences: the science of service systems and systems sciences of service. The scale, complexity,
and interdependence of today’s service systems have been driven to an unprecedented level by globalization,
demographic changes, and technology developments, so that it is absolutely necessary now for us to cultivate a new
frontier of service research. In response, service science has emerged during the past decade as a transdisciplinary
research field that aims to clarify, analyze, and design the structure and process of service systems. Service science is
strongly motivated to prove the science of service systems. To deal with complexity, interactions, and the network of, in,
and among service systems, we need to take a more systemic view. Because systems sciences offers a way of thinking
in relationships and interaction and theories and models to address complexity, it is legitimate to develop systems
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sciences of service by explicitly focusing on systemic properties of service and service systems. As a volume of the
Translational Systems Sciences series, this book emphasizes, in particular, a translational systems sciences perspective
when the authors are approaching service, service systems, and service innovation. Indeed, the book employs systems
sciences as a common framework or language not only to approach service in a holistic way but also to take a
translational approach aiming to explain, analyze, design, and support service systems and their evolution.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the International Conference, UNESST 2011, held as Part of the
Future Generation Information Technology Conference, FGIT 2011, Jeju Island, Korea, in December 2011. The papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions and focuse on the various aspects of u- and
e-service, science and technology.
This book focuses on emerging issues following the integration of artificial intelligence systems in our daily lives. It
focuses on the cognitive, visual, social and analytical aspects of computing and intelligent technologies, highlighting ways
to improve technology acceptance, effectiveness, and efficiency. Topics such as responsibility, integration and training
are discussed throughout. The book also reports on the latest advances in systems engineering, with a focus on societal
challenges and next-generation systems and applications for meeting them. It also discusses applications in smart grids
and infrastructures, systems engineering education as well as defense and aerospace. The book is based on both the
AHFE 2018 International Conference on Human Factors in Artificial Intelligence and Social Computing, Software and
Systems Engineering, The Human Side of Service Engineering and Human Factors in Energy, July 21–25, 2018, Loews
Sapphire Falls Resort at Universal Studios, Orlando, Florida, USA.
This book covers the latest advances in the rapid growing field of inter-cooperative collective intelligence aiming the
integration and cooperation of various computational resources, networks and intelligent processing paradigms to
collectively build intelligence and advanced decision support and interfaces for end-users. The book brings a
comprehensive view of the state-of-the-art in the field of integration of sensor networks, IoT and Cloud computing,
massive and intelligent querying and processing of data. As a result, the book presents lessons learned so far and
identifies new research issues, challenges and opportunities for further research and development agendas. Emerging
areas of applications are also identified and usefulness of inter-cooperative collective intelligence is envisaged.
Researchers, software developers, practitioners and students interested in the field of inter-cooperative collective
intelligence will find the comprehensive coverage of this book useful for their research, academic, development and
practice activity.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 10th International Conference on Exploring Service Science, IESS 2020,
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held in Porto, Portugal, in February 2020. The 28 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected
from 42 submissions. The book includes papers that extend the view on different concepts related to the development of
the Service Science domain of study, applying them to frameworks, advanced technologies, and tools for the design of
new, digitally-enabled service systems. This book is structured in six parts, based on the six main conference themes, as
follows: Customer Experience, Data Analytics in Service, Emerging Service Technologies, Service Design and
Innovation, Service Ecosystems, and Service Management.
Service Intelligence and Service Science: Evolutionary Technologies and ChallengesEvolutionary Technologies and
ChallengesIGI Global
"This book offers insights into issues, challenges, and solutions related to the successful application and management
aspects of electronic business, providing a comprehensive framework for researchers and practitioners in understanding
the growing demand of e-business research"--Provided by publisher.
"This book is a catalyst for emerging research in intelligent information, specifically artificial intelligent technologies and
applications to assist in improving productivity in many roles such as assistants to human operators and autonomous
decision-making components of complex systems"--Provided by publisher.
The International Journal of Service Science, Management, Engineering, and Technology (IJSSMET) is a
multidisciplinary journal that publishes high-quality and significant research in all fields of computer science, information
technology, software engineering, soft computing, computational intelligence, operations research, management science,
marketing, applied mathematics, statistics, policy analysis, economics, natural sciences, medicine, and psychology,
among others. This journal publishes original articles, reviews, technical reports, patent alerts, and case studies on the
latest innovative findings of new methodologies and techniques.
The ongoing battle for hearts and minds in Iraq and Afghanistan is a military strategy inspired originally by efforts at
domestic social control and counterinsurgency in the United States. Weaponizing Anthropology documents how
anthropological knowledge and ethnographic methods are harnessed by military and intelligence agencies in post-9/11
America to placate hostile foreign populations. David H. Price outlines the ethical implications of appropriating this
traditional academic discourse for use by embedded, militarized research teams. Price's inquiry into past relationships
between anthropologists and the CIA, FBI, and Pentagon provides the historical base for this expose of the current
abuses of anthropology by military and intelligence agencies. Weaponizing Anthropology explores the ways that recent
shifts in funding sources for university students threaten academic freedom, as new secretive CIA-linked fellowship
programs rapidly infiltrate American university campuses. Price examines the specific uses of anthropological knowledge
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in military doctrine that have appeared in a new generation of counterinsurgency manuals and paramilitary social science
units like the Human Terrain Teams. David H. Price is the author of Threatening Anthropology: McCarthyism and the
FBI's Surveillance of Activist Anthropologists and Anthropological Intelligence: The Deployment and Neglect of American
Anthropology in the Second World War. He is a member of the Network of Concerned Anthropologists and teaches at St.
Martin's College in Lacey, Washington.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Service-Oriented Computing,
ICSOC 2011, held in Paphos, Cyprus, in December 2011. The 54 revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from 184 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on business process modeling, quality of
service, formal methods, XaaS computing, service discovery, service security and trust, service runtime infrastructures
and service applications.
Data mining continues to be an emerging interdisciplinary field that offers the ability to extract information from an
existing data set and translate that knowledge for end-users into an understandable way. Data Mining: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is a comprehensive collection of research on the latest advancements and
developments of data mining and how it fits into the current technological world.
Big Data and Smart Service Systems presents the theories and applications regarding Big Data and smart service
systems, data acquisition, smart cities, business decision-making support, and smart service design. The rapid
development of computer and Internet technologies has led the world to the era of Big Data. Big Data technologies are
widely used, which has brought unprecedented impacts on traditional industries and lifestyle. More and more
governments, business sectors, and institutions begin to realize data is becoming the most valuable asset and its
analysis is becoming the core competitiveness. Describes the frontier of service science and motivates a discussion
among readers on a multidisciplinary subject areas that explores the design of smart service Illustrates the concepts,
framework, and application of big data and smart service systems Demonstrates the crucial role of smart service to
promote the transformation of the regional and global economy
"This book presents the emerging fields of service intelligence and service science, positioning them as the most
promising directions for the evolution of service computing, demonstrating the critical role such areas play in supporting
service computing processes"--Provided by publisher.
This book approaches its subject matter by promoting concepts, methods and solutions for the digital transformation of
manufacturing through service orientation in holonic and agent-based control with distributed intelligence. The scientific
theme of the book concerns "Manufacturing as a Service", developed by virtualizing and encapsulating manufacturing
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resources, activities and controls into cloud networked services in an open perspective that spans models from shop floor
resource allocation to enterprise infrastructure sharing. The papers included in the application space have a profound
human dedication and aim at solving societal needs serving the partnership of the future--people and industry in the era
of Society 5.0. The book's readership includes researchers and engineers working in manufacturing, supply chains and
logistics areas who innovate, develop and use digital control solutions and students enrolled in Engineering and Service
Science programs.
To remain relevant in today's world, practitioners should presume that they have two jobs: first, to do their work
effectively so that they provide value to the organization; second, to improve how the work is done so that their
organization remains competitive. This book offers clear guidance to excel at this ubiquitous second job. Informed by an
appreciation that most personnel that work in any firm, even firms that are manufacturing-oriented, routinely provide
services as a key element of their jobs, this book explains how to provide and improve internal customer service,
regardless of industry or role. It illustrates the common features, or service process "DNA," while providing a diverse set
of examples to enhance understanding. Written by a pioneer in the development of principles and methodologies that
address services in a structured and distinctive manner, this book stresses that service processes are distinctly different
from manufacturing processes. Rigorous and practical, this book will appeal to students and professionals alike, in
business, hospitality, industrial management, public health, and other fields. Online resources include Excel files that act
as templates to help with quantitative analysis routines.
Software Engineering Commucation Engineering and Software Big Data Intelligent Computing Model and Algorithm
Service Science Computer Network Web Information Systems Artificial Intelligence Database System and Application E
Services
Get the Right IT Services, on the Right terms, Without Hassles or Overpaying To gain the full benefits of technology--and
avoid the staggering costs of technology failure--you must manage IT with vision, direction, and expertise. Only one set
of methods is robust enough to do this: IT Service Management (ITSM). In Service Intelligence, ITSM pioneer Sharon
Taylor shows business managers how to make the most of it. You'll learn how to ensure service quality, anticipate
vulnerabilities, improve reliability, and link IT directly to business performance. Taylor explains ITSM from a true business
point of view, cutting through jargon and helping you drive value without becoming overly technical. She gives you
powerful tools for negotiating IT services more effectively, improving IT ROI, and escaping "captivity" to either internal or
external IT providers. Coverage includes * Recognizing what excellent IT service looks like and assessing what you're
getting now * Selecting the best IT service providers and services for your needs * Spotting and rectifying trouble with
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internal or external supplier relationships * Making sure you don't pay for services you don't need * Negotiating services,
requirements, levels, price, quality, and delivery * Leveraging ITSM practices without losing focus on the business *
Creating business-focused service reports and scorecards that focus on what matters most
Electronic business is a major force shaping the digital world. Yet, despite of years of research and standardization
efforts, many problems persist that prevent e-business from achieving its full potential. Problems arise from different data
vocabularies, classification schemas, document names, structures, exchange formats and their varying roles in business
processes. Non-standardized business terminology, lack of common acceptable and understandable processes
(grammar), and lack of common dialog rules (protocols) create barriers to improving electronic business processes.
Handbook of Research on E-Business Standards and Protocols: Documents, Data and Advanced Web Technologies
contains an overview of new achievements in the field of e-business standards and protocols, offers in-depth analysis of
and research on the development and deployment of cutting-edge applications, and provides insight into future trends.
This book unites new research that promotes harmony and agreement in business processes and attempts to
choreograph business protocols and orchestrate semantic alignment between their vocabularies and grammar.
Additionally, this Handbook of Research discusses new approaches to improving standards and protocols, which include
the use of intelligent agents and Semantic Web technology.
A history of the elite medical corps at the forefront of the world's most dangerous epidemics cites their victories over such
diseases as polio, cholera and smallpox, tracing their international expansion and present-day battles against such health
risks as smoking, obesity and gun violence.
"This book provides solutions to these challenges, practices and understanding of contemporary theories and empirical
analysis for systems engineering in a way that achieves service excellence"--Provided by publisher.
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